Dimebox
Take control of all your payments
Dimebox is the first full-stack acquiring solution opening up an end-to-end payment
experience with in-house built technology. Our fully white-label payment technology
can help acquirers, PSP’s, banks and corporate merchants improve automation,
increase conversion and decrease costs.
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State-of-the-art payment technology
Dimebox is a technology-driven platform that allows you to keep up with the industry’s
demands by enhancing the core of payments with data-driven intelligence and analytics
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A powerful platform tailored to your needs
Profit from rapid deployment and onboarding through our easily configurable platform.
No pre-existing infrastructure required.

We are Dimebox
Dimebox, based in Amsterdam, was founded in 2014 by experts with
proven track records in the expanding global e-payments industry. Our
experience includes the development of innovative payment platforms at
Adyen, PaySafe and Ingenico e-Payments.
We started with the vision to solve the technical complexity and
accelerate growth of payments for financial institutions. Payment service
providers and acquiring banks are confronted with a growing number
of complex technical and legacy issues, which motivated us to build
a unique solution, based on advanced architecture and data-driven
intelligence, to provide added value for financial institutions that handle
payment transactions.

Fundamentals of the Dimebox platform

White label
Our white-label platform enables you to focus on your core business while adapting
to your existing business processes. It will run invisibly under the hood without
compromising branding or risk losing the trust of your customers. Benefit from
powerful data-driven intelligence features of our next-generation payment intelligence
platform and from having identical codes between customers.

Modular
You’ve got a unique business model and it needs a selected set of tools and services
to make it happen? We have those for you. Completely replace your existing payment
solution, or just integrate several modules, do it your style. Incorporating the latest
innovations allows you to focus back on your business, rather than worrying about
complex technologies and legacy issues.

Software as a service
Our single API reduces integration times, enabling you to focus on your customers’
needs. Our agile team introduces new features frequently, you to benefit from our
latest innovations. Dimebox also offers a broad range of pricing models, customised
to fit any type of business.

The Dimebox Value Chain

